ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Anthracycline antibiotics such as doxorubicin (Scheme 1) have considerable clinical utility as antineoplastic agents (1, 2) . Although the exact mechanism of tumor cell cytotoxicity remains unclear (3), many of the proposed mechanisms of action, including DNA intercalation and inhibition of DNA biosynthesis (4), interference with topoisomerase II (5, 6) and induction of DNA double-strand breaks (7) and interference with DNA unwinding (8, 9) , clearly involve interactions between the antibiotic molecule and DNA. Even though there is evidence that these antibiotics have different binding affinities for differing DNA sequences (10, 11) , to date no comprehensive model has emerged explaining the relationship between sequence and binding affinity; nor have there been any experimental studies aimed at establishing a structural basis for these differential affinities. Rationalization and exploitation of the structure-activity relationships for other classes of therapeutic agents has led to improved medicines for a large variety of disease states. The same kind of approach, in this case understanding and optimizing the structure-selectivity relationships of anthracycline antibiotics, could yield enhanced therapeutic agents for the treatment of cancer.
Scheme 1.
High resolution structural studies of complexes between DNA oligomers and anthracycline antibiotics would seem to form a logical basis for exploring the structural basis for sequence specificity. Indeed, high resolution crystal structures have been reported for complexes between daunomycin and adriamycin *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 804 828 6452; Fax: +1 804 828 7625; Email: glen.kellogg@vcu.edu (doxorubicin) bound to the hexanucleotide d(CGATCG) 2 (12) . Examination of these structures, however, reveals that the intercalation sites are at the ends of the DNA oligomer. This preferential binding at the 3′-and 5′-ends of these short oligomers arises because the energetic and structural perturbations associated with disrupting the normal base stacking interactions are smaller for the end bases than for internal bases. In fact, for a short oligomeric sequence, once intercalation has occurred at the terminal base pairs, it is not possible for intercalation to occur at internal bases without complete disruption of the native structure.
In the case of longer DNA sequences such as those used for in vitro assays, initial binding events may also involve the terminal bases, but these sequences are sufficiently long that subsequent binding events can occur at internal bases far enough removed from these termini that only local disruption of the native structure may occur. However, it is entirely possible that the initial (terminal base) binding events will result in subtle structural changes at sites remote from the initial binding site which can in turn alter the affinities for subsequent binding. Thus, it is not surprising that there have been significant problems in measuring by assay the sequence discrimination of intercalator binding. As described by Pullman (13) , the early experimental data was contradictory. However, the pioneering theoretical treatments of the Pullman group on daunomycin and related anthracycline antibiotics (14, 15) produced a model for binding that rationalized the available contemporary experimental data by invoking a base pair triplet model to define sequence selectivity. This triplet is defined as the base pairs on either side of the chromophore intercalation site, [I-1] [I+1] (Fig. 1) , and a base pair [I+2] that interacts with the sugar moieties. The major features of this model were confirmed by the more recent in vitro experiments of Graves and Krugh (10), Trist and Phillips (16) and Chaires (17) and crystallographic structures of oligomeric complexes reported by Frederick et al. (12) .
Despite the fact that >2000 analogs of doxorubicin have been synthesized and tested, no clinical candidates or drugs have emerged with substantially enhanced properties and efficacy (1) . While the Chen, Gresh and Pullman triplet model (14) succinctly describes the binding interactions for the major features of the doxorubicin antibiotic, the model offers little information for designing new sequence-specific antibiotic antineoplastic agents. With the continuing need for new anticancer treatments, it would seem, therefore, that re-evaluation of the structure and binding models for doxorubicin intercalation may be in order. The goal of the present study was to build upon the triplet model to add features useful for further and productive molecular design on the doxorubicin framework. Initially we undertook an exhaustive molecular modeling study of all 16 CAx, CGx, TAx and TGx sequences to verify our methodology in the context of the triplet model. Surprisingly, we found in our models that for some sequences the N3′ ammonium group of the daunosamine sugar can form a quite strong hydrogen bond with a carbonyl oxygen on the [I+3] base pair, thus invoking a base pair quartet model for sequence selectivity of doxorubicin. Clearly, any improvement that can be made in refining and predicting the selectivity of molecules intercalating into polynucleotides will be ultimately valuable for the design of newer, more selective antineoplastic agents.
In this report we describe the results of a detailed modeling study of doxorubicin binding with 64 bp quartet sequences. We have used the HINT (18) (19) (20) model for biomolecular interactions to evaluate the binding efficacy of doxorubicin in each of the DNA model sequences. We have recently shown that HINT results correlate with experimental measurements of free energy for dimer-dimer association for native and mutant hemoglobins (21) and that HINT empirical ligand scoring functions for inhibitors with HIV-1 reverse transciptase can identify potential therapeutic agents in extended database searches (22) . Here we show that the HINT model can be extended to small molecule-DNA interactions. One consequence of the applicability of the HINT model in this case is that there is evidence that hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions can contribute significantly to the binding interactions between ligand and DNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular models and energy minimization
All molecular models were created and minimized with the SYBYL 6.2 molecular modeling package (Tripos Inc., St Louis, MO) using the Tripos force field and Gasteiger-Hückel charges. The crystal coordinates for the doxorubicin-d(CGATCG) 2 complex (12) were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (23), accession no. 1D12. Modeling of the crystal structure was accomplished by reading the atomic coordinates into SYBYL and holding them as an aggregate. Hydrogens were added and the molecule was solvated using the droplet protocol in SYBYL with a single layer of water molecules. This structure was minimized, first with 300 cycles of steepest descent minimization, then by conjugate gradient minimization, until the energy difference between successive iterations was <0.05 kcal/mol. We found that the water monolayer as added by the droplet protocol was sufficient to retard helix unwinding without adding significant complexity to the system. Sixteen additional structures, the preferred (25) . The ionization state of the doxorubicin model was as described in previous modeling studies (13, 14) and as seen experimentally (26), i.e. the ammonium and all hydroxyls are protonated. The placement of doxorubicin was determined by the most favorable site for the NH 3 + and OH GRID probes. (iii) These structures were solvated and geometry optimized using the minimization protocol described above. To verify that the placement of doxorubicin based on GRID calculations for each of these 16 structures resulted in a structure at a low energy minimum on the potential surface, doxorubicin was translated from its minimized position by ±1.0 Å along the principal axis of the chromophore and these resulting structures were optimized using our minimization protocol. Forty eight additional structures were constructed from this set of 16 by permuting the [I+3] base pair over all possible pyrimidine/purine combinations and the resulting structures solvated and minimized as before.
Analysis of hydropathic interactions
The role of hydropathy in doxorubicin binding was analyzed using the program HINT (18) (19) (20) . In the HINT model specific interactions between small molecules and DNA are described as a double sum over the atoms within each component:
where S is the solvent-accessible surface area, a is the hydrophobic atom constant, T is a descriptor function (vide infra) and R and r are functions of the distance between atoms i and j. From this equation, a binding score is calculated where b ij describes the specific interaction between atoms i and j and B describes the total interaction between the two species.
The hydrophobic atom constants (a j ) are derived by reduction (20) of the fragment constants for the water/octanol partition coefficient (27, 28) . Positive signed atom (fragment) constants indicate hydrophobic atoms (fragments) while negative signed constants indicate polar or hydrophilic atoms (fragments). Partition coefficients (sum of hydrophobic atom constants) for small molecules calculated by HINT are similar to values calculated by other methods. Solvent-accessible surface area (S i ) is a constant describing the shape and accessibility of the atom and its tendency for interaction. Buried atoms have a smaller S and are less involved in interactions.
The descriptor function, T ij , differentiates among the three possibilities for polar-polar interactions (acid-acid, acid-base/ hydrogen bonding and base-base) in order to maintain the convention that favorable interactions have positive scores. Each SYBYL atom type is assigned descriptor variables to represent its hydrogen bonding acceptor/donor character, charge, Brønsted acid/base character and Lewis acid/base character. These are used by T ij to calculate a value of +1, -1 or 0 for each atom-atom interaction. We consider the units of T ij to be Å -4 , so that B and b ij have no units.
The functional form of the range dependence is described by two terms (R ij and r ij ). The former scales the hydrophobic atom constant/solvent-accessible surface area product with distance, while the second is independent of hydropathy and responds only to distance variations. For this work R ij has been set to the simple exponential, e -r , where r is the distance between the interacting atoms in Å. The 6-12 Lennard-Jones function,
where e ij is the van der Waals parameter (29, 30) and A is a scaling factor balancing the contributions of hydropathic and van der Waals forces, was used for r ij . For this study, A = 50/(kcal/mol). Three-dimensional hydropathic interaction maps were calculated as described previously (21) . The contour maps shown in the figures are the result of two independent passes over the map region. The first focused on hydrophobic interactions, while the second focused on polar interactions. The maps were contoured and displayed using SYBYL. In the studies presented herein, the hydropathic interactions between DNA and doxorubicin were examined with HINT. The interactions are color coded as follows: hydophobic-hydrophobic interactions are shown as green contours; polar-polar (favorable) interactions are shown as blue contours (these interactions are due to acid-base, coulombic or hydrogen bonding); polar-polar (unfavorable) interactions are shown as red contours (these are generally due to acid-acid or base-base interactions).
HINT calculation details
This study was performed with HINT v.2.11S (eduSoft LC, Ashland, VA) using adjustable HINT parameters as reported previously (21) . HINT v.2.11S has been integrated in SYBYL 6.2. The atom potential types used by HINT v.2.11S are based on the Tripos (SYBYL 6.2) force field. The fragment values and logP calculation method of Hansch and Leo (27) were modified and adapted to the Tripos atom primitive set.
Two principal parameters are assigned to each atom in the HINT model. The first parameter, a i , is the hydrophobic atom constant and represents the contribution of that atom to the total solvent interactions of the molecule. Each of the nucleotide bases was modeled in SYBYL as phosphate-capped molecular species and subjected to small molecule HINT logP calculations (20) . This capping scheme simulates the effects of polar proximity (27, 28) between atoms in the current and adjacent bases. S was calculated for each atom using a simple geometric algorithm based on intersecting spheres (atoms) with radii equivalent to the sum of the atomic van der Waal radius (31) and 1.4 Å (presumed to be the radius of water). These resulting values were placed in a dictionary of look-up values keyed to the nucleotide base type and the atom names. The HINT parameters for doxorubicin were calculated using the HINT small molecule partitioning algorithm.
Each of the 64 DNA oligonucleotides were assigned HINT parameters from the dictionary. Doxorubicin and the DNA fragments were partitioned with Hydrogens = Essential, i.e. only polar hydrogens were explicitly used in the model. Then, an interaction score using equation 1 was calculated for each uniquely modeled and structure optimized intercalator complex. Three-dimensional maps that pictorially represent non-covalent interactions were calculated on a 1 Å grid.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
HINT hydropathic analysis
There are numerous energetic contributions to a biomolecular event as complex as intercalation of a drug-like molecule into the DNA double helix. Calculation of the free energy (∆G) for the event would have to include, among others, terms to represent the deformation of the DNA, loss of entropy for the new bimolecular complex and solvent partitioning for the drug from water to the intercalation site, as well as terms specific to the drug-DNA interaction. This level of computation is beyond the scope of the present work. However, many of these terms can be safely ignored in investigations of ∆∆G, the difference in free energy of binding between different complexes. This should be a reasonable assumption for the present case where we are investigating the differences in binding energy and interactions for the same drug molecule in DNA oligomers of the same length that have been modeled and optimized in the same manner.
We have examined, in detail with computer molecular models, the intermolecular interactions between doxorubicin and 64 base quartet sequences of DNA using the HINT (Hydropathic INTeractions) (18) (19) (20) program. This program utilizes the experimental data from small molecule solvent partitioning between 1-octanol and water (logP) as the basis for a non-covalent interaction force field. The HINT model is defined around the assertion that the two solvents can be thought of as representations of biological environments, with water a polar environment and 1-octanol a hydrophobic environment. The interactions that the small molecule makes in solvating and partitioning between the two phases are the same ones that ligands make in binding to receptors, etc. Thus, the solvent partitioning data are unique experimental measures of interaction. Especially significant is that these data are related to free energy and thus include entropy. HINT analysis of an interaction for a ligand binding or macromolecular association event produces a detailed list of atom-atom interactions, including a character and score for each. These scores are positive for favorable interactions and negative for unfavorable interactions. However, it should be noted that certain interaction classes favored by HINT are energetically disfavored (largely due to the electrostatic term) by the molecular mechanics force fields used to create the models. The opposite can also occur. This would seem to be a potentially serious limitation of the technique, but there are mitigating factors. First, this affects a relatively small number of interactions in this system. Second, both of the most significant of these scoring 'errors', i.e. hydrophobic-hydrophobic, scored by HINT as favorable but somewhat disfavored electrostatically, and hydrophobic-polar, scored by HINT as unfavorable but electrostatically allowed in some cases (e.g. methyl-carbonyl), systematically depress the HINT scores. These two factors suggest that we can examine relative trends and score ordering with reasonable confidence.
The effect of water on the reported scores and, by inference, ∆∆G should also be briefly considered because it is probable that water molecules are mediating the drug-DNA interactions in these systems. First, we should note that this effect would likely be similar for each of these complexes. Second, a limited representation of the effect of water is inherent in the free energy-derived HINT constants. However, 'structural waters', those that are strongly bound, may need to be considered as distinct entities with an appropriate contribution to the total HINT score (32). Our evolving 'rule-of-thumb' is that water molecules having between two and three identifiable macromolecular interactions should be explicitly modeled for HINT interaction analysis. The X-ray crystal structure for the doxorubicind(CGATCG) 2 complex (12) does not show water molecules between the doxorubicin and DNA meeting this condition. Thus, in the current study, our HINT calculations do not include specific 'structural waters'. Tables 1 and 2 set out interaction lists for the doxorubicin reaction with the CGCG and CAAT quartet sequences capped as described in Materials and Methods. The data in these tables are filtered to list only the most significant interactions. It turns out that in this case the bulk of the interactions between DNA and the chromophore portion of doxorubicin, i.e. the driving force for the actual intercalation, are individually small on an atom-by-atom basis and thus do not appear particularly prominently in the tables. An alternative method for viewing the interaction profile is with 3D maps that display the contoured interaction fields for the binding event. Figure 2a -c shows contoured maps for the interactions of doxorubicin superimposed on the molecular models for the CGCG, TATA and CAAT quartets extracted from the polynucleotide/doxorubicin models used for the analysis. The contours are color coded by interaction type as described in the figure captions.
From the interaction maps we can see that the chromophore
region is dominated by polar interactions, where the majority are favorable (blue contours). These arise from the acid-base interactions between the heteroatoms on both the doxorubicin and the DNA bases. It is necessary to point out that unsaturated carbons are also acting as hydrogen bond acceptors and/or Lewis bases (30, 33, 34) . This type of interaction, which is encoded in the HINT model, is clearly important in this system (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Also note the patches of hydrophobic interactions (in green) more or less paralleling the carbons of the deoxyribose chains. We can assert from this that there are significant hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions between DNA and this class of ligand, but it remains to be seen whether these interactions contribute to sequence selectivity. While there appear to be some subtle differences in the [I-1] [I+1] region between the three sequences ( Fig. 2a-c) , the major differences are due to the interactions of the sugar portion of doxorubicin with the bases. This is in accord with the analyses of Chen, Gresh and Pullman (14, 15) , who first proposed a triplet sequence model to explain binding selectivity for this type of agent.
The most significant specific interactions are associated with the N3′ ammonium group of the sugar, which forms extremely strong hydrogen bonds. It is instructive to compare the size and strength of the blue contours in the maps of Figure 2 for the three sequences. In Figure 2a (CGCG) the contour around N3′ (lower center) is relatively small as there are only fairly weak hydrogen bonding opportunities for the ammonium ion in this environment (see Table 1 ). In Figure 2b (TATA) the contour is larger as one of the hydrogens of N3′ can donate to the O2 atom of T5′. Finally, in Figure 2c (CAAT) the contour around N3′ now encloses two significant hydrogen bonds: to the O2 atom of T5′ and to the O2 atom of T6 of the [I+3] base pair (see Table 2 ). Close examination of Figure 2c reveals the T6 O2 atom tipping up towards the daunosamine N3′, clearly indicating this to be a new substantive interaction. While the Chen et al. study did not examine models for the CAAT sequence, the authors did report that ∆E inter for d(TATATA) 2 is ∼13 kcal/mol more favorable than for d(CGCGCG) 2 (14) . Thus the graphical results from the present study are in qualitative agreement with previous theoretical treatments.
These results confirm that there is a structural basis for sequence selectivity. The modeling/hydropathic analysis approach we have employed produces results consistent with previous models which examined a small subset of the possible sequences. The observation of interactions at the [I+3] base pair is a new result that is in large measure due to our exhaustive examination of the valid sequence combinations. hydrogen bond refers to an interaction between a hydrogen bond donor atom and a hydrogen bond acceptor atom where (i) the atoms are within 3.65 Å and (ii) the HINT score is at least 50; hydrophobic refers to an interaction between two hydrophobic atoms where the HINT score is at least 20; acid-base refers to an interaction between a Lewis acid and a Lewis base where the HINT score is at least 50. Interactions meeting the criterion of hydrogen bond but that are >3.65 Å apart are classified as acid-base; acid-acid are interactions involving two Lewis acid atoms; base-base are interactions involving two Lewis base atoms; hydrophobic-polar are interactions between a hydrophobic atom (a i > 0) and a polar atom (a i < 0). b Interactions between an unsaturated carbon (which is a potential Lewis base and/or hydrogen bond acceptor) and a Lewis acid/hydrogen bond donor.
Contributions to sequence selectivity
How important are hydrophobic interactions in determining sequence selectivity? In order to address this issue we separated the contributions to the HINT score for each base pair quartet into three groups: hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds and 'all other' (which includes acid-base, acid-acid, base-base and hydrophobic-polar) interactions. The result of this analysis is presented in the bar chart graph of Figure 3 , where the light green portion of each bar represents the contribution of hydrophobic interactions, the blue portion represents hydrogen bonds and magenta represents the remainder (i.e. 'all other'). From this we can see that the hydrophobic interactions contribute ∼25% to the overall interaction score, but add little, if any, selectivity. The magenta bars, contributing 5-15% to the interaction score, have some variability as a function of sequence, but no pattern readily emerges. However, the blue bars, representing hydrogen bonding contributions, show significant variation and appear to be the source of most selectivity. This confirms the qualitative graphical analysis afforded by the HINT interaction maps of Figure 2 . 
From Figure 4, a bar chart showing the contributions of [I-1] (blue), [I+1] (yellow), [I+2] (red) and [I+3]
(green) base pairs to the total interaction score, we can assess the sequence discrimination for all 64 CAxy, CGxy, TAxy and TGxy quartets. It is plain that there is a significant effect from the fourth base pair, i.e. there are often significant differences among the members of each triplet family. For example, CAAt has a HINT interaction score ∼1000 more than that for CAAa. It is relevant to discuss uncertainty and error of HINT interaction scores at this point. In most of our previous experience with HINT we have used crystallographically determined structures as the basis of our molecular models and have reported uncertainties in the vicinity of ±100-200 for total interaction scores (18, 21, 32) . For the present case, where the model structures are themselves created with molecular mechanics force fields, assessing uncertainty is more difficult. However, our modeling procedure was partially verified by reproducing the crystallographically determined structure of d(CGATCG) 2 with an RMS deviation of 1.34 Å. [The RMS calculation was performed on the heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms of the CGAT-doxorubicin portion of both the crystal and molecular mechanics models. Note that the intercalation site for the crystal model is at the 3′-end of the hexanucleotide and some unraveling of the DNA double helix has likely occurred which accounts for a portion of the RMS deviation.] Thus we believe the uncertainty in HINT scores in this study to be similar to that reported before and differences of the order of 1000 are likely to be statistically significant. In previous studies (20, 21) we have found that 300-500 score units corresponds to 1 kcal/mol free energy difference. Therefore, a HINT score difference of the order of 1000 may represent a 1-2 order of magnitude difference in the equilibrium constant of binding.
What position(s) of the base pair quartet controls selectivity? There is little selectivity at [I-1] (above the intercalation site; Fig. 1 ). There is significant variability with the [I+1] base pair, however, this is largely due to N3′ forming a hydrogen bond with some sequences on the 'backside' of the pair, not because of intercalation differences. Selectivity at the [I+2] base pair is modest. The O9 hydroxy of doxorubicin can find an acceptor for some nucleotides and hydrogens attached to N3′ can interact favorably or unfavorably with available atoms in base pairs at this position. For example, consider CGCG (Table 1) , where O9 interacts unfavorably with C5 C5′; N3′ interacts favorably with C5 O2 but unfavorably with G4′ N2. In CAAT (Table 2 ) O9 interacts favorably with C5 C8; N3′ interacts favorably with A5 C2 and favorably with T4′ O2. The [I+3] base pair yields only one significant interaction in ∼25% of the 64 sequences we examined. That interaction is the hydrogen bond between the doxorubicin N3′ and the O2 atom of either C6 or T6. Neither adenine nor guanine can make this hydrogen bond, as they lack an appropriate acceptor atom in this region. For the five sequences examined by the Pullman group in their 1986 theoretical study (14) , in which the reported preferential affinity for doxorubicin was CGTa > TATa > TGAt > CGCg > TACg, we find the ordering TGAT > CGTA ∼ TATA > TACG > CGCG.
The major difference comes from our observation of the hydrogen bond from N3′ to the O2 atom of T6 in TGAT which was not observed by the Pullman group. This interaction of TGAT, which is the only sequence of the five possessing it, gives this sequence the highest score in our model. It is also interesting that this sequence, TGAT, is recommended by Trist and Phillips for further study of high affinity doxorubicin-DNA complexes (16) .
What are the factors that rule whether C6 or T6 can make this unique hydrogen bond? It only appears in about half of the sequences containing these bases. It is likely there is a complex balance of steric and energetic effects in this region of the oligonucleotide. (i) There are at least five hydrogen bond acceptors accessible to N3′ in this region for some sequences, for example, in CACT (a sequence for which we do not see a strong hydrogen bond from the ammonium to the [I+3] base pair) T5′ O2, T5′ O4′, C5 O2, T6 O2 and T6 O4′ (see Fig. 5 ). (ii) In order for the T6 O2 to make a bid for the sugar N3′ it must release a portion of its hydrogen bonding to the 3′ base. (iii) Small atom translations can affect hydrogen bond formation by changing the angle between the acceptor lone pairs and the donor's hydrogen. (iv) There must be water molecules present in this region; since they can act as both hydrogen bond acceptors and donors, these waters are clearly a confounding factor (32) . At this level of analysis it is impossible to sort and prioritize these multiple complex effects. However, since all the models in the present study were built using a consistent methodology, it would seem reasonable to assume that the resulting structures are themselves self-consistent and that the observed differences (i.e. ∆∆G) are real within the confines of the force field and minimization procedures.
Correlation with prior sequence specificity studies
Integration of these results into the constellation of previously reported experimental and theoretical sequence specificity invest- HINT interaction score by base pair quartet sequence (interaction type). Each bar has three segments representing the contribution from: light green, hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions; blue, hydrogen bonds; magenta, sum of all other favorable and unfavorable interactions, which includes acid-base (favorable), acid-acid, base-base and hydrophobic-polar (all unfavorable). For clarity on the quartet sequence axis, only xyzA and xyzG sequences are labeled. The unlabeled sequences are xyzC and xyzT, as alphabetically appropriate.
igations is a difficult exercise: (i) the experimental DNase I footprinting studies have a limited basis for determining the orientation of the drugs, i.e. which base pairs define the intercalation site and which base pair(s) is involved in the minor groove binding interactions; (ii) since interpretation of footprinting results is dependent on the supposed site size (35) , can the results from studies that assumed a triplet be fairly reconciled with a quartet model?; (iii) should daunorubicin (in which the O14 hydroxide has been replaced by a hydrogen) (35) give the same results in high resolution footprinting titration studies as doxorubicin?; (iv) the theoretical studies (13) (14) (15) , upon which virtually all arguments about triplet specificity models are based, examined only 5 out of the possible 16 energetically reasonable (24) triplets (and thus only 5 out of the possible 64 quartets) and were performed on hexamer DNA double helix segments where end effects are significant. By examining the thermodynamic free energy of binding for doxorubicin and strategic analogs, Chaires et al. (26) recently reported estimates of group contributions to the overall binding free energy. For example, ∆∆G t for O9 is ∼1.1 kcal/mol; ∆∆G t for the sugar is ∼2.0 kcal/mol; ∆∆G t for O14 is ∼0.9 kcal/mol. We have recently reported that HINT scores can be related to ∆∆G for protein-protein associations and protein-ligand associations by equating 300-500 HINT score units with 1 kcal/mol (21) . Analysis of the fractional HINT scores for these groups (averaged over all sequences) yields 370 ± 80 for O9 and 1600 ± 500 for the daunosamine sugar, which are both in reasonable agreement with the Chaires results with this simplistic conversion of HINT score differences to ∆∆G. However, the third group contribution, that of O14, does not appear significantly in the HINT analysis. Our models show O14 at least 4.5 Å from the nearest potential hydrogen bond acceptor. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, but it appears that the OH has assumed a neutral non-interacting position in our models. We tried to manually force hydrogen bond formation with nearby backbone oxygens, but models of this type had consistently poorer total HINT scores largely due to a host of induced hydrogen-polar interactions.
The interactions of O14 are key to our purposes because they illuminate the question of whether the high resolution daunorubicin footprinting results (35) are directly applicable to doxorubicin as the difference between the two molecules is that daunorubicin lacks the O14 hydroxide. As noted above, HINT is inconclusive. The Chen, Gresh and Pullman theoretical studies (13) (14) (15) 
Strategies for exploitation of structure-sequence selectivity relationships
The ultimate goal in defining sequence selectivity for a DNA intercalator drug is being able to use this information to predict, as accurately as possible, where the drug will bind. Actually, the invocation of a base pair quartet model to fully define the sequence selectivity for doxorubicin is a very positive result as it implies that it may be possible to restrict the binding of this class of drug to only one of the 256 potential DNA quartet sequence combinations. Two points are obvious, however: (i) both the results in this report and available experimental evidence from footprinting and other assay studies (11, 16, 17, (35) (36) (37) (38) show that doxorubicin is not a particularly selective intercalator; (ii) it is difficult to experimentally verify selectivity by structural means since intercalation into short chain oligonucleotides suitable for crystallographic or spectroscopic investigations is likely to be biased by preferential binding to the nucleotide ends.
Now that we have a more detailed model for doxorubicin-DNA binding interactions, it may be possible to increase the sequence selectivity by making chemical modifications to the doxorubicin 'lead' compound (1) . The goal here would be to add structural features that would either make new site-specific interactions with a particular DNA sequence(s) or enforce known potential interactions via a rigid analog approach. It would appear from this and previous studies that little can be gained by modifying the chromophore. It is the sugar portion of doxorubicin, not the chromophore, from which its sequence selectivity is derived. The daunosamine sugar does have several potential sites for chemical modification. It is also important to not neglect the potential utility of adding new hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions. Our previous investigations unequivocally confirm that hydrophobic interactions contribute to robust binding environments in ligandprotein (18) , inhibitor-enzyme (22) and protein-protein (21) systems. We are currently performing additional modeling studies of doxorubicin analogs to identify target structures for experimental investigation.
